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SCHOOLPACKAGE  
ADVENTURE   

3 DAYS • 2 NIGHTS

BOOKABLE A
LL Y

EAR ROUND!

FREE PARKING AND ENTRY TO THE PARK
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WELCOME TO EUROPES 
LONGEST ZIPLINE COURSE  

– IN SMÅLAND! 

16
 STATIONS 

4 KM
LINE THROUGH THE DEEP FOREST

A GREAT ADVENTURE FOR ALL AGES. A NATURE  
GUIDNING FROM A BRID´S PERSPECTIVE.

5–99 YEARS 
OLD



BOOK AT SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

The school package Adventure is a custom designed two-day 
adventure for young people aged 12–19 years old and suitable 
for school classes and boy & girl scouts for up to 30 persons. 

The school package aims at giving the participant an  
unforgettable experience.

SCHOOLPACKAGE  
ADVENTURE  

3 DAYS • 2 NIGHTS

ARRIVAL

Arrival around lunchtime and we make ourselves at 
home in the double cabin, which has 24 sleeping 
places on our Wilderness deck in directly connecting 
to Base Camp.

The double cabin is equipped with 10 cm thick, soft 
floor mattress in environment-friendly plastic foam 
that provides the best possible sleeping comfort. The 
cabin also has air conditioning with heat and cold. To 
sleep soft is always appreciated. Sleeping blanket and 
pillow including the rent. To separate the rooms for 
boys and girls is often recommended. 

The cabins sleeping area has also environmentally- 
friendly electricity next to each sleeping place and 
there is access to Wi-fi via Facebook sign in. Water 
toilets with sinks and shower with hot water will be 
found just a few meters away from the cabin. 

If you will be more than 24 youths we will put up a 
12-man military tent equipped with soft sleeping 
mattress, sleeping blankets and pillows. One common 
charger station for is available in the tent. The tent has 
a stove where you can heat cold nights. Wood included.

LEADER SLEEPS IN OWN ROOMS

As a leader in the school class, overnight stay in the 
Wilderness panel room. The rooms have no running 
water, no toilet or shower without using the same 
toilets and shower as the youth. Simple but comfor-
table accommodation separates from the youths, but 
still with good care. Sleeping blanket and pillow is 
included.

DAY 1
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BOOKABLE A
LL Y

EAR ROUND!



13.00 ZIPLINE ADVENTURE

We are zipping our Green/Blue course which has 
the highest point 20 meters above the ground and 
consists of 6 stations spread at approx. 1,5 km line in 
the forest. The highest speed you will reach is approx 
50 km/h. This activity takes approx 2 hours and as an 
extra option you can chosen a 5-battle team play and 
then the adventure takes approx 3 hours. We are back 
in Base Camp approx 15.00 or if you have choose the 
5-battle team play approx. 16.00. 

Now you can choose to prepare the evening meal or 
your own activity until you think it is time to eat. 

As an option, a two-hours climbing on our 15 meter 
high climbing wall can be purchased, and then two 
guides will be included that will always secure the 
climbers. In two hours, about 20 persons have time for 
trying the climbing wall
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DINNER

There is access to gas grill and gas plates as a field sta-
tion at Wilderness deck with access to pots, pans and 
water supplies. The water comes from our own source 
200 meters deep down in the bedrock can be drai-
ned from a tap. Wilderness deck has no weather-pro-
tected seating for up to 30 people.

WE CAN ARRANGE FOOD
We can also arrange lunch/dinner as it is served as a 
barbecue buffet on wilderness deck and cook is inclu-
ded in the cooking. Then we eat on porcelain with real 
cutlery and glass for minimal environmental impact. 
Porcelain is also available as an option, and it also inclu-
des washing up. 

ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY FOOD 
We can provide unique ingredients that can be the 
basic for your meal. These environmentally fresh food 
are a 150 gram gluten and lactose free wild pig bur-
ger from Smålands wilds pigs. You grill the burgers at 
yourself on one of our grills at the wilderness deck or on 
our field kitchen. 

We can also provide a ready cold, hot-smoked local 
produced salmon 150 gram. Please notice that the 
fish contains bones when it is hand caught salmon. 
These two products also including cold sauce that is 
lactose free but many contain trace of both gluten 
and lactose as information for the particularly sensiti-
ve to these substances. You can then bring your own 
roots/primers/salads/drinks for lunch/dinner, or we will 
also provide this.

GHOST WALK –  ZOMBIE HUNT
In the twilight, the youngster are told that the legen-
dary evil ” Jason ” has his camp in the woods and that ” 
Jason ” with zombies has to be neutralized. Jason may 
otherwise ” pick ” the youngster one by one and many 
are at risk of waking up in the morning as living dead. 
This activity is usually highly appreciated by the young 
people. In order for the experience to be greatest, we 
keep this activity ” adult-free ”, as young people do 
not always appreciate the presence of adult leaders in 
this type of experience. This is an experience for young 
people, only young people. 

The adventure takes 1-2 hours and three extra are in-
cluded in the experience. We sometimes also engage 
2-3 participating youths as helpers.

DURING THE EVENING

HEATED HOT TUBS
We have heated our hot tubs and one of the hot tubs 
has a deep hole in the middle at two meters deep. 
Our wood-fired sauna on the wilderness deck where 
many people can enjoy hours in the sauna heat and 
/ or choose a hot tub with 40 degree hot water. If we 
are lucky we will hear the golden eagle go by and 
shout to us. Then, if you get a little hungry at night 
there is hopefully glow left in the grills, if you light 
them earlier in the evening or we will light it up for 
you if need exists. 

MULTI-SPORT COURSE 
In direct connection on the wilderness deck there is a 
gym and Multisport course. We also have a mountain 
pool with diving tower at 3-5 and 11 meters high and 
two Tarzan swing out over the water. The pool is 6 
meters deep and free wetsuits can be borrow.
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DAY 3

DAY 2

BREAKFAST 

Breakfast either as you make yourself or as providing 
as a true hotel breakfast option. Breakfast we can  
serve from 08.00 in the morning and it is also the 
time we open up Base Camp.

09.00 – 10.30
In about 1,5 hours we will review the most important 
conditions for survival in the wild forest landscape. 
We will provide information about the importance of 
informing third parties about what about of travel in 
many situations as one of the most important precon-
ditions for getting help if the unforeseen occur.

We learn how to take care of yourself in many ways 
and to take care of your friends if you are in an emer-
gency situation. An emergency where you can not 
help with mobile tools. We will teach you how to 
orient yourself with or without a compass. To build a 
simpler wind protection and to avoid col and fre-
ezing. Basic skills in first aid and how to prioritize in an 
accident. To call for help with building a signal mirror. 
To avoid angst, panic and the importance of keeping 
oneself, their friends in a good mood. Not giving up 
without fighting.

The scene becomes an accident where you drove off 
the road and the car dropped into water, all happe-
ned in the countryside far away from civilization.

10.30 MORNING COFFEE BREAK
Morning coffee break, consist of Coffee and tee/juice.

11.00 – 16.00
We will in groups conduct a series of exercises on how 
to best organize in an emergency situation. Explain the 
importance of immediate action to make the best of 
the situation. The theoretical part will now be realized 
in reality. The group will later get their own assessments 
and grouply analyze what might have been done 
differently.

Simpler wilderness lunch in the terrain when time 
is allowed consisting of collected feeds and ”reserve 
food” that could be saved from the “ drowning car “. 
We will also try to fish with self-made temporary fish-
ing gears without guarantee of getting a fish. On the 
other hand, if we get a fish it is the rainbow salmon 
that is one the menu. In case of rain, temporary rainfall 
will be put up on the site. 

How to make fire without matches or lighters. Know-
ledge of what water to drink and how to clean water. 
How to boil water in a simple plastic bag. Which com-
mon plants and roots can be eaten. Some important 
medicinal plants and the best way to stop life-threa-
tening food poisoning. The theoretical parts will now 
be realized in reality.

22.00 BASEMENT BRUTAL

As an alternative to the Ghost walk, we also offer a 
teambuilding ” Escape the room ” experience for the 
youths. This will be located under our wilderness deck. 
For this purpose, we lend wetsuits to all youths so that 
the youths can maintain comfortable body tempe-
rature in the often cold season sometimes at little 
cold water under the wilderness deck. The youths are 
divided into two larger groups. One of these groups 
is a group that chose a bit tougher events while 
the other group chose a little bit easier events. One 
can easily call the groups the tough group and the 
chicken group. A third smaller group of two or three 
youths assigned the task of becoming the experience 
agent with the mission to help their locked friends 
to get out. A very exciting game that the youth loves. 
The underground is equipped with a special effects 
like lamps, smoke machine, sound system and scary 
decorations.

The adventure will take approx. 1-2 hours and the ad-
venture is not suitable for youths with claustrophobia 
or other trauma. For those who have energy left, our 
hot tub is heated and ready to step in for an enjoyable 
bath.

BASIC IN SURVIVAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE IN THE WILDERNESS

17.00 RED KAMIKAZE COURSE

Red course, also known as Kamikaze, is our flagship 
and this product is of the highest international quality. 
By late adult large forests and through several key 
biotopes, you travel as high as 52 meters above the 
ground. We cross over canyons and streaming water 
and we are in the tree tops. The course consist of 8 
stations and the longest single line is 427 meters. The 
maximum speed is about 75 km/h and the course 
takes about 2,5-3 hours. 

Even a 5-battle can be provided. This activity takes 
about 1 hour and then then adventure takes about 4 
hours. We will be back at Base Camp around 20.45.
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GOOD TO KNOW
TO PREPARE YOURSELF AS WE PROVIDE

Wild pig burger ca. 150 g 50 SEK /person
Salmon chopped ca. 150 g 50 SEK /person
Potato salad 10 kg 350 SEK

BREAKFAST

Hotel breakfast min 10 persons 149 SEK /person
Breakfast min 20 personer 99 SEK /person

IF AN ACCIDENT HAPPENS!

The company provides free accident insurance to all 
our guests, which means that as soon as you get out 
of your vehicles at the parking in our park, until you 
get back in your vehicles, you are insured. However, 
you are not insured against theft or damage. We 
reserve for both theft and loss of personal property or 
damage to visitors or against the park. The company 
holds the client responsible for damage by persons in 
association with the company´s customer product.

ENVIRONMENT POLICY

Please notice that the company´s environment policy 
claims to avoid disposable item such as plastic and 
paper packaging for food and drink. We also want to 
avoid paper plates and disposable plastic plates and 
mugs. The company therefore takes out a garbage 
emptying fee at 500 SEK where a part of the fee  
returns to environmental promotion measures.
 
These actions are often manually performed work 
without environmental impact instead of mechani-
cally performed the work. If garbage is taken home 
by the user, no fee is charged and there are three 
different vessels for sorting in the park. The company 
receives food waste sorted in our special vessels for 
this purpose. The food waste goes into production of 
biogas.

There is the possibility of either renting porcelain, 
where washing are included in the price or bring your 
own porcelain to the washing at our public washing 
station located on the wilderness deck. It also includes 
ECO-labelled soap.

A THRILLING EXPERIENCE AND A GREAT 
COMMUNITY IN AN UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT! 

FOLLOW US @swedenzipline
#swedenzipline

PRICES
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SCHOOLPACKAGE ADVENTURE 3 DAYS 2 NIGHTS

THIS IS INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE
UP TO 8 YOUTH AND 2 ADULTS – 10 PERSONS
 » Night in double cabin / 12-man tent
 » Free access to powerstations at each sleeping place
 » Free Wifi via login on Facebook-account
 » Soft sleeping mattress
 » Sleeping blanket and pillow
 » Water toilets
 » Hot water shower
 » Water and washing stations
 » Refrigerator 150 liters
 » Field kitchen with gas plates incl gas 

 to use together with other
 » Wok plate, stone plate, pots to wash yourself
 » Cleaners, thermos, to clean yourself
 » Grill area with free woods
 » Observations tower and suspension bridge
 » Zipline with two Zipline guides in Green/blue 

 and Kamikaze course
 » Two heated but tub and a sauna
 » Wilderness gym ”Fitness Forest”
 » Multisport course and mountain pool
 » Wetsuits and wetsuit shoes
 » Exciting and scary Ghost walk alternative 

 teambuilding Basement Brutal “Escape the room“
 » Basic survival

TOTAL PRICE
FIRST 10 – GROUP
22 960 SEK incl. VAT (excl. VAT 20 501 SEK)
(2 296 SEK per person) 10 persons
(ordinary price  45 920 SEK incl. VAT) 

SECOND 10-GRUPP
9 500 SEK incl. VAT (excl. VAT 8 482 SEK)
(1 623 SEK per person) 20 persons

THIRD 10-GRUPP
9 500 SEK incl. VAT (excl. VAT 8 482 SEK)
(1 399 SEK per person) 30 persons

Max 3 groups in same company, 30 persons.
41 960 SEK incl. VAT (excl. VAT 37 466 SEK)

VAT incl with 12% living with accessories.

OPTIONAL COST PER PERSON
Price for 1–3 groups (10–30 persons)
All price incl VAT

Charcoal per bag 49 SEK
Lighter fluid bottle      49 SEK
Rent porcelain incl. wash 20 SEK 
per person and meal 
Lunch min 10 pers. 99 SEK /person 
Dinner min 10 pers. 134 SEK /person
Coffee/tee/bun 50 SEK /person

OFFER
We will send an offer to you to present to your  
interested in all the individual cost well specified so 
that you can more in detail decide which optional 
options you wish.
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LITTLE ROCK LAKE ZIPLINE
Bränderydsvägen Base Camp

Exit Mainroad 31
360 72 KLAVRESTRÖM
Tel +46 470-54 29 00


